A new technique for generating disordered point-light animations for the study of biological motion perception
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Studies of biological motion perception often use stimuli depicting human actions portrayed via point-light (PL) displays. Typically, counterpart, or control, stimuli for PL biological motion are created by spatially scrambling motion trajectories of individual PL dots. Depending on the purpose of the study, however, this procedure may be inappropriate as a foil for genuine PL animations, because spatial scrambling not only disrupts coherent motion activity but also eliminates pair-wise motion relationships among dots and, unless corrected, alters the spatial spread of PL dot motions. We introduce a new technique for producing perturbed PL animations, called pair-wise shuffled motion, that preserves the elementary features of biological motion in spatial and motion energy domains and only disrupts the specific sense of global, coherent perception of biological motion. First we describe the procedure for creating pair-wise shuffled motion sequences. Next we compare unperturbed PL animations to pair-wise shuffled motion, to spatially scrambled motion, and to spatially constrained scrambled motion in terms of spatial distributions of the dots, spatiotemporal amplitude spectra derived from Fourier analysis of those sequences, and space-time motion energy associated with those perturbed animations. We then show that the results from those analyses generalize to a large family of PL animations, including the widely used PL walker. Finally we present results from a two-interval forced-choice biological-motion discrimination experiment comparing the robustness of scrambled and pair-wise shuffled motions as foil stimuli. Results from these comparisons suggest that pair-wise shuffled motion offers advantages as a foil stimulus compared to foils using the conventional scrambling technique. Pair-wise shuffled motion provides an additional, effective control display for evaluating PL biological motion perception in future psychophysical, computational, and imaging studies that focus on mechanisms of processing spatiotemporal information signifying biological motion within PL displays.

Introduction

Forty years ago the study of perception of biological kinematics was revolutionized by Johansson’s introduction of the point-light (PL) animation technique for portraying biological motion (Johansson, 1973). With this technique, small lights were attached strategically to the limbs and torso of a human being who was then filmed while engaging in different activities. The outcome was striking: animations comprising just the moving dots of light preserve sufficient information that an observer viewing those animations can readily recognize the action being portrayed and, in some instances, the gender, mood, and even identity of the actor (see review by Blake & Shiffrar, 2007). The significance of Johansson’s invention of the PL technique is evidenced by the more than 3,000 references to his original article, not to mention the many references...
to other articles that have developed refined versions of his technique (e.g., Cutting, 1978). Not surprisingly, PL animations have been enthusiastically adopted by vision scientists interested in identifying the neural bases of perception of biological motion based on neuropsychological evidence from people with brain damage (Pavlova, Lutzenberger, Sokolov, Birbaumer, & Krägeloh-Mann, 2007; Saygin, 2007; Schenk & Zihl, 1997; Vaina, Lemay, Bienfang, Choi, & Nakayama, 1990) and neuroimaging results from typical individuals (Bonda, Petrides, Ostry, & Evans, 1996; Grossman, 2005; Grossman et al., 2000; Howard, Brammer, Wright, Woodruff, Bullmore, & Zeki, 1996; Puce & Perret, 2003). The roster of studies using PL animations in psychophysical and brain-imaging studies continues to grow briskly (Pavlova, 2012).

In both psychophysical and neuroimaging studies using PL animations, it is valuable to include PL animations in which kinematic information is perturbed by disrupting the spatiotemporal coherence of the dot motions. Perturbation can be as simple as turning the sequence upside down (Pavlova & Sokolov, 2003; Sumi, 1984), playing it backward (Klin, Lin, Gorris, Rasmay, & Jones, 2009), or randomly shuffling the locations of the dot motions (e.g., Grossman et al., 2000). Perturbed PL sequences have been used as foil targets in psychophysical studies using categorization (e.g., Blake, Turner, Smoski, Pozdol, & Stone, 2003) and forced-choice testing (Kim et al., 2008; Kim, Park, & Blake, 2011), and the inclusion of perturbed sequences has been used for identifying regions of interest in fMRI studies (e.g., Saygin, Wilson, Hagler, Bates, & Sereno, 2004) and as comparison stimuli in event-related potential studies (Krakowski et al., 2011). Dot motions derived from perturbed sequences have also been used to create noise masks that degrade perception of PL animations (e.g., Grossman, Blake, & Kim, 2004).

In this article we introduce a novel technique for perturbing PL animation sequences while preserving pair-wise hierarchical motions contained in the original PL sequences. Rather than the often-used term scrambled motion, we refer to these as pair-wise shuffled motion (PSM) sequences, in recognition of the selective destruction of relations among local segments but preservation of pair-wise relations within those segments. From the outset we wish to stress that PSM sequences are readily distinguishable from conventionally scrambled sequences, for PSMs—unlike scrambled sequences—bear some resemblance to their unperturbed counterparts that portray normal biological motion (in this article, we use the abbreviation BM when referring to unperturbed PL sequences). It should also be kept in mind that none of the scrambling techniques—i.e., neither the scrambled varieties nor those produced using PSM—is effective when applied to noncyclic motions (e.g., throwing) that are portrayed for longer than one action cycle; for extended-duration sequences, only cyclic activities (e.g., walking) should be used.

The next three sections of this article are organized in the following way. First, we describe two variants of the conventional method for producing perturbed PL animations, both based on spatial scrambling of the dots comprising BM animations. That sets the stage for introducing the new PSM procedure for producing perturbed sequences that more closely match normal sequences in terms of pair-wise dot motions. Next, after describing how PSM sequences are created, we create 80 separate versions of PSM for each of four BM sequences sampled from a 25-item library of PL animations portraying human activities (Ahlström, Blake, & Ahlström, 1997). As well, we create 80 perturbed versions of those four PL sequences using two different spatial-scrambling algorithms. Then we present results comparing different indices of motion energy contained in the four BM sequences to those same indices derived from each of the three sets of perturbed animations. Finally, we present results from a psychophysical experiment to validate the utility of PL sequences produced using the PSM procedure.

Creation of PSM

Previously used perturbation techniques

In previous work, several different but related perturbation techniques have been employed, all aimed at destroying the perception of recognizable biological motion. The simplest strategy is to disrupt the spatial relations of dots within a given unperturbed BM animation by spatially randomizing the initial starting locations of the dots comprising that animation, with the only constraint being that the starting positions of the repositioned dots fall within the same virtual area as the starting positions defined by the normal BM counterpart. This procedure, which we designate by the abbreviation SM, has been widely used in research on biological-motion perception (Chandrasekaran, Turner, Bultoff, & Thornton, 2010; Chang & Troje, 2008; Garcia & Grossman, 2008; Grossman, 2005; Ikeda, Blake, & Watanabe, 2005; Saygin et al., 2004). The result is an animation of SM that contains little hint of its BM origins. Movie IBM shows an unperturbed action (underhand ball toss) portrayed by a BM sequence, and Movie 1SM shows the version produced by randomizing the starting positions of the dots—i.e., SM. It is very easy to distinguish which one is more nearly biological in appearance. Figure 1A and B shows the actual trajectories of individual dots.
But the SM procedure described does have a drawback: While the dot starting positions fall within the same area as the starting positions for the related BM sequence, some portions of a scrambled dot’s trajectory may fall outside the virtual region defined by the boundary of the dot movements comprising the corresponding BM sequence from which the scrambled version was generated. As a result, the SM dot motions can be spread over a larger area than are the dots comprising the BM sequence. To preclude the possibility of this difference between BM and SM, one can create spatially scrambled PL sequences in which the motion paths of the randomly repositioned dots are prohibited to move beyond the boundaries defined by a given BM sequence (Gilaie-Dotan, Saygin, Lorenzi, Rees, & Behrmann, 2015; Jastorff & Orban, 2009); we refer to such animations as spatially constrained SM, abbreviated SMsc. Movie 1SMsc illustrates an SMsc version of the underhand toss shown in Movie 1BM, and Figure 1C shows the motion trajectory plot for this SMsc animation. Later in this article we will show results that systematically compare SM and SMsc.

It is also possible to produce graded degrees of spatial scrambling of individual dots, using a statistical procedure that relocates each dot some percentage of the distance between its ordinary, unperturbed location and a new, spatially randomized location. This technique is useful for measuring acuity for discriminating small perturbations in normal PL sequences, but it is not designed to destroy perception of biological motion. Readers interested in this technique and the kinds of results obtained using it are referred to Kim et al. (2011).

Another technique for degrading BM sequences is to shuffle the starting locations of all dots in the initial frame of the animation, meaning that each dot will begin its unique motion at a start location within the dot array normally occupied by another dot. With this variant of spatial scrambling, the overall motion excursion of a given dot originating at its new body location may carry that dot outside the boundary of the BM sequence from which it was generated; that can, of course, be corrected as was done for SMsc. What cannot be fixed, however, is that the initial frame of a shuffled sequence is.perfect identical to the first frame of the unperturbed sequence from which it was derived.
This could pose a problem depending on the task being performed by an observer. For instance, if the task were to entail identifying the direction (left vs. right) in which a BM figure is walking, the first frame of the shuffled sequence could give away the answer. This unwanted cue does not arise, of course, with SM and SM_{sc} sequences.

Scrambling of BM dots can also be achieved in the time domain by disrupting the temporal phase relations of the dots without disturbing their spatial locations (Annaz, Campbell, Coleman, Milne, & Swettenham, 2012; Jackson & Blake, 2010; Krakowski et al., 2011). In its simplest form, this technique entails randomly selecting each dot’s starting position from all possible positions within its motion trajectory (as defined by that dot’s changing locations within successive animation frames). Thus with temporal scrambling, each dot undergoes the same movement within the same locations as the dots in the BM counterpart, only now the hierarchical, pendular motions are perturbed because the individual dot movements are being sampled from different time points of the unfolding activity. But a drawback to temporal shuffling is that it inevitably introduces unnatural, abrupt jumps in a dot’s position for actions where the depicted motion is acyclic, such as throwing; for this reason, temporal shuffling is only effective for cyclic actions.

In the remainder of this article we will focus primarily on SM and SM_{sc} and the comparison of those scrambling techniques to PSM.

**Rationale for development of a more refined perturbation technique**

In normal PL sequences, limbs and torso are defined by coherent spatial relations of the positions of individual dots over time: Movements of the arms and legs, for example, are orchestrated by hierarchical motions specifiable by the phase relations among neighboring dots (Johansson, 1973). The perturbation techniques already described involve repositioning individual dots within the display area, thereby destroying the spatial relations among dots normally constrained to move in a linked fashion: the synchronized dot movements defining arm and leg trajectories are replaced by individual dot motions that specify nothing about the hierarchical spatial relations of dot motions in the unperturbed counterpart. As we will show in a later section of this article, however, these perturbation maneuvers also introduce additional motion information not contained in unperturbed, BM versions of those PL animations. At the same time, spatial scrambling, whether SM or SM_{sc}, may be too extreme in terms of the information removed by scrambling. Depending on an investigator’s aim in a study, therefore, these consequences of scrambling could be problematic. Consider, for example, the often used two-interval forced-choice (2IFC) task in which PL sequences and their spatially scrambled counterparts appear embedded in noise; the observer’s task is to indicate which one of two intervals contains the PL sequence. One could successfully perform this task just by identifying which interval gives an impression of pendular motions among neighboring dots, without regard to the overall, global organization of those pendular motions that specify the action. Or consider a brain-imaging study that employs a contrast between activations produced by normal BM sequences and activations produced by scrambled sequences. This contrast would not necessarily reveal only those cortical sites responsive to biological motion per se but also voxels sensitive to hierarchical, pair-wise motions that, on their own, may be insufficient to signify genuine biological motion. To put it in other words, these scrambling techniques, depending on the question being asked, could strip too much motion information from an unperturbed BM sequence, leaving them potentially discriminable from BM animations based on motion information other than the visual impression of natural biological motion or based on artifactual motion signals unwittingly introduced by the scrambling procedure.

**Description of PSM technique**

To minimize these potential confounding consequences that can arise when individual dots’ positions are scrambled or shuffled, we have developed a modified form of perturbation that preserves pair-wise dot motions defining the local pendular movements associated with individual limbs. This perturbation technique accomplishes two things: It minimizes differences in overall motion content between a perturbed sequence and its BM counterpart and at the same time selectively disrupts the global spatial relations among those pair-wise motions. To the following paragraphs we detail the steps involved in implementing an algorithm that most closely satisfied our criteria for successful perturbation: (a) preservation of pair-wise hierarchical motions, (b) reduced motion artifacts, and (c) no impression of natural biological motion.

Figure 2 illustrates the steps comprising the algorithm that generates PSM sequences. As an example, we have selected the first frame from a PL animation depicting one half cycle of movement of an actor performing a jumping-jack movement (sometimes called a star jump or a side-straddle hop)—because this action is symmetrical and the actor is front facing, it is easy to visualize how the algorithm works. The key difference in the procedure used to produce PSM...
sequences pertains to the repositioning of dots within the first frame of a BM animation. Specifically, pairs of dots—not individual dots—are repositioned within the initial frame; in subsequent frames, all dot motions correspond to the trajectories they would have executed in the original sequence, only now they are portrayed using pairs of linked dots that have been relocated within the array. The following four steps explain how that new, initial animation frame is generated.

- **Step 1.** Each dot defining the PL figure to be perturbed is assigned an identification (ID) number; for convenience, these ID assignments are made such that neighboring dots of each arm and each leg have successive ID numbers, although this is not necessary. Figure 2A shows an example of these ID assignments for the first frame of the jumping-jack sequence, with the actor’s arms at the sides of the torso and the feet relatively close together.

- **Step 2.** Next, each dot is repositioned to the location corresponding to the centroid of that dot’s complete trajectory over the n-frame animation sequence. In Figure 2B, the colored dots show the new, adjusted locations of the jumping-jack dots in Frame 1 of that animation. Also shown in Figure 2B, as gray dots, are the original positions of the dots in Frame 1 of the animation (Figure 2A), and it is useful to keep in mind that those dots still have their respective ID numbers.

- **Step 3.** Dots in this centroid-defined trajectory array are grouped into pairs based on their structural relations within the body/limb hierarchy. Specifically, pairs are formed between head and hip (Dots 1 and 8, outlined white in Figure 2B), right and left shoulder (2 and 5, orange pair), left elbow and wrist (6 and 7, purple pair), right elbow and wrist (3 and 4, blue pair), left knee and ankle (11 and 12, green pair), and right knee and ankle (9 and 10, red pair). For emphasis, those pairings are indicated by the dotted ellipses in Figure 2B. (The use of color in this figure is for illustrative purposes only—in all resulting animations, all dots were monochrome.)

- **Step 4.** As shown schematically in Figure 2C, the dot pairs defined in Step 3 are now spatially interchanged (shuffled), with specific constraints imposed: (a) The two upper body pairs (hip/head and left shoulder/right shoulder) are not swapped with each other (i.e., each upper body part is relocated to one of the limb-pair locations); (b) pairs of left-arm dots and right-arm dots are not swapped with each other (i.e., left-arm dots can be moved into any body parts except right arm); (c) pairs of left-leg dots and right-leg dots are not swapped with each other (i.e., left leg can be moved to hip/head or shoulders or left/right arm locations, but not to right leg); and (d) when two pairs of dots swap locations, the dot with the higher ID number within one pair takes the location of the dot with the lower ID number in the other pair. For example, when the left arm and leg are swapped (as in the example shown in Figure 2), the knee (ID 11) and wrist (ID 7) dots are swapped, as are the ankle (ID 12) and elbow (ID 6) dots. The maximum number of unique arrays that can be produced from these swapping rules, while finite, is quite large ($n = 80$), and thus in an experiment it is possible to utilize many different samples of PSM without repetition. For illustrative purposes, Figure 2 shows one of those 80 unique versions of the PSM algorithm, one where the head/torso dots (white) swap positions with right-arm dots (blue), shoulder dots (orange) swap positions with right-leg dots, and left-arm dots swap positions with left-leg dots.

A key maneuver involved in Step 4 is the following: Each swap of a dot within the mean trajectory array is accompanied by an equivalent repositioning of the corresponding dot from the original, Frame 1 array (gray...
dots in Figure 2B, C). In other words, each dot within the original Frame 1 remains yoked to its corresponding dot within the mean trajectory array. To illustrate this feature of the algorithm, look at the green dot designating the left ankle in Figure 2B (i.e., the dot designated by ID 12). The gray dot just beneath and to the left of Dot 12 is the left-ankle dot in its original position within Frame 1. In this particular shuffle sequence, green Dot 12 gets repositioned to the left elbow, as can be seen in Figure 2C—-in consequence, the yoked left-ankle dot from Frame 1 is now repositioned just below its counterpart green dot. Purple Dot 6 that was positioned at the left elbow in the mean trajectory array is repositioned to the left-ankle location that was occupied by green Dot 12 before the swap, and purple Dot 6’s counterpart gray dot moves comparably to its new position. Once all dots have been repositioned, the dots from the mean trajectory array are removed, leaving only the dots from the Frame 1 array, now repositioned so as to preserve pair-wise motions but to remove the impression of a body figure that was achieved by using the mean position array for pair-wise shuffling. This now constitutes Frame 1 of the PSM animation of the jumping-jack action, and in all subsequent frames of this PSM sequence, dots undergo exactly the same motions that they execute in the original BM version, only now originating from these shuffled locations.

Movie 2 illustrates the sequence of steps comprising the algorithm just described, using the jumping-jack action shown in Figure 2. Movie 3 shows three different exemplars of the PSM sequence applied to the jumping-jack action, with each accompanied by an animation tracing the motion trajectory of the dots comprising that PSM version. (Just to reiterate, this algorithm for shuffling dot pairs can produce 80 distinct versions of PSM for a given BM action.)

To see how the PSM procedure affects the appearance of the underhand-toss animation (Figure 1), compare Movie 4 (created using the PSM algorithm) to Movie 1SM and SMsc. These comparisons reveal the relational information that is preserved by the PSM algorithm but destroyed by the two SM procedures. This is because the PSM algorithm ensures that the hierarchical motion structure defined by the pair-wise dot trajectories is preserved when the sequence is animated, albeit at locations within the global configuration that are inappropriate for a given limb. There are, of course, different swapping configurations that could be envisaged, but we settled on this strategy based on a previous analysis of features critical for perception of biological motion (Thurman, Giese, & Grossman, 2010) and on rating judgments obtained from volunteers in our laboratory who viewed PSM sequences employing different pair-wise dot-swapping configurations.

In the next section, we use quantitative techniques to characterize the spatiotemporal information content in
BM, PSM, SM, and SM\textsubscript{sc} sequences, the aim being to learn how those various perturbation procedures differ from one another and how each compares with BM.

**Motion information comprising PL, SM, and PSM sequences**

We have examined BM, PSM, SM, and SM\textsubscript{sc} animations from three complementary perspectives: (a) variation in the 2-D spatial positions of dots over successive frames, (b) 2-D and 3-D Fourier amplitude spectra of the animations, and (c) motion energy within the animations computed using a standard motion-energy model (Lee & Lee, 2012). As we step through the results from these analyses, we will use a single BM action sequence and the derived PSM, SM, and SM\textsubscript{sc} versions to explain the analytic technique and illustrate the results. Then we will show results from application of that technique to four different PL sequences that have been used in earlier published work from our laboratory. Those four were selected because the variety of activities they portray—underhand toss, climbing, kicking, and throwing—provide a diverse sample of the kinematics found in PL animations. Moreover, in an earlier study, those four were comparable in terms of kinematics found in PL animations. The four scatter plots in Figure 3A show the locations, in \(x/y\) coordinates, of the individual dots over time for the BM sequence and for the perturbed versions of that sequence created using SM, SM\textsubscript{sc}, and PSM. Each plot shows results for 80 independent samples created for each animation. For the BM sequence, dots move in exactly the same way in each sample, which is why the distribution plot is unvarying over repetitions. But for SM, SM\textsubscript{sc}, and PSM sequences, variability will exist over the 80 different samples, thereby creating the cloud of dots. The dotted lines in each plot denote the boundaries of motion within the BM sequence, allowing us to visualize the extent to which dot movements in the perturbed sequences tend to conform to those boundaries. The graph in Figure 3B plots the height against the width of the virtual rectangle defining the outer boundaries formed by dots from each of 80 samples created by the PSM, SM, and SM\textsubscript{sc} sequences of the underhand-toss BM animation. The single gray dot located at the intersection of the vertical and horizontal lines defines the area of the virtual rectangle surrounding that BM sequence, and its dimensions are the same from sample to sample, of course. The cloud of red dots shows the height/width values for 80 unique samples created using the PSM algorithm; the clouds of dark-blue and light dots show those values for 80 independent samples using the SM and the SM\textsubscript{sc} procedures, respectively.

The data in Figure 3A and B confirm that dot motions associated with BM, SM\textsubscript{sc}, and PSM exhibit less spatial spread than do the movements of the SM dots, and this disparity in spatial spread is seen in both the horizontal and the vertical dimensions. This comes as no surprise, because with the SM procedure a dot’s starting position and subsequent velocity (speed and direction) are unrelated. As a consequence, the arc of motion created by a given dot (e.g., the right-wrist dot) can get repositioned to a location that causes it to move higher within the frame than would any dot in the unperturbed version of this animation. These kinds of unconstrained motions guarantee that dots in some SM sequences will stray outside the boundaries of motion associated with BM and SM\textsubscript{sc} sequences. The constraints implemented in positioning dot pairs for PSM and SM\textsubscript{sc} sequences minimize the likelihood of producing motions beyond the area encompassed by dot motions associated with the BM sequence.

Next, we calculated for this PL sequence the pair-wise interdot distances for all possible pairs of dots in each of the 20 animation frames; those results appear in the four histograms shown in Figure 3C for each of the four animation types. The blue line repeated in each plot is the interdot distance distribution associated with the BM sequence, and the shaded gray area is the actual distribution for each animation type. We see that the distributions for SM and SM\textsubscript{sc} only coarsely resemble that for BM, whereas the PSM distribution more closely matches the BM distribution. We quantified the goodness of fit between BM distribution and each of the other three distributions using the Hellinger distance index, which expresses the similarity between two probability distributions (Kailath, 1967). The three curves in Figure 3D summarize the results from those analyses, with each curve showing the distribution of similarity index compiled from the 80 samples associated with PSM (red curve), SM (dark blue curve), or SM\textsubscript{sc} (light blue curve). The Hellinger test confirms the visual impression given by inspection of the distributions in Figure 3C: PSM more closely matches BM than do...
either SM or SM$_{sc}$. This analysis suggests that the two spatial-scrambling techniques blur the unique relational properties comprising BM sequences that are reflected in the multiple peaks seen in the BM distribution. The PSM technique does a much better job of preserving those relational properties, which is not surprising given that the technique is based on pair-wise scrambling. In summary, these analyses of the dot locations over animation frames show that PSM, compared to SM and SM$_{sc}$, more closely resembles BM in terms of spatial spread of dot locations and in terms of interdot distances over frames. These features of the dot-distance analyses are not peculiar to this animation, for they are seen in the results obtained from analyses of the other three exemplars as well. How do these findings translate into the motion domain? The following two sections attempt to get at that question more directly.

**Fourier-domain analysis**

For the Fourier-domain analysis, we used the FFT routine in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) to compute amplitude spectra separately for individual 2-D static frames in a given motion sample, and we then averaged those individual spectra across frames. We computed these average spectra for the four BM sequences along with spectra from 80 repeated, independent samples of SM, SM$_{sc}$, and PSM sequences derived from each of those four animations.

Figure 4A shows an example of the amplitude spectrum obtained by averaging the spectra from the 20 frames comprising the underhand-ball-toss sequence (BM) and the average amplitude spectra from the all frames produced by 80 independent repeated samples of SM, SM$_{sc}$, and PSM for this same sequence. Following convention, the color temperature represents the amplitude of spectral energy over spatial frequency (moving radially from the origin) and orientation (designated by angle). Visual inspection of these spectra readily shows that the SM and SM$_{sc}$ sequences contain overall more spectral energy than do the PSM sequences or the BM sequence. In addition, the variance spectra in Figure 4B reveal that the across-samples variance in spectral amplitude among SM and
SM_{sc} sequences derived from all four animations is considerably larger than the variance among PSM sequences for those animations.

We also derived plots of spectral amplitude for limited bands of spatial frequency, each differing in center frequency, for the underhand-toss animations. Figure 4C plots the amplitudes of those band-pass-limited spectra for SM, SM_{sc}, PSM, and BM sequences, all of which show the falloff in power with spatial frequency so often seen in other complex images (e.g., Geisler, 2008). Note, though, that both the BM and PSM sequences contain a pronounced spike in energy within a narrow range of spatial frequencies, a spike not seen in either the SM or the SM_{sc} spectra. We surmise that this arises from the similarity of interdot distances between neighboring joints defined by pairs of dots designating the arms and the legs. The spikes in those two spectra, in other words, underscore the salience of the linkage between pair-wise dots, a linkage that is destroyed when spatially scrambled sequences are generated.

Figure 5 shows 2-D spectral energy analyses that summarize the similarities between SM and BM, between SM_{sc} and BM, and between PSM and BM, averaged across all four animations. The left-hand panel was created by generating 80 samples of each of the four animations using the SM procedure (i.e., random relocation of starting dots), taking the average spectrum for each of the four samples, and then subtracting from each of those averages the spectrum associated with the BM version of that sample. Those four resulting difference spectra were themselves then averaged to produce the 2-D. The same steps were repeated using samples created by the SM_{sc} algorithm and by the PSM algorithm, and those average spectra difference plots are shown in the middle and right-hand panels, respectively. Comparison of those three population difference spectra clearly shows that the BM sequences, on average, are more similar in spectral energy to the sequences produced using the PSM algorithm than they are to sequences produced using the SM or the SM_{sc} procedures (i.e., the subtraction leaves more residual energy in the difference spectra for SM and for SM_{sc} compared to the PSM difference spectrum). Those difference maps reveal that, in terms of 2-D spectral energy, sequences produced by the two scrambling procedures—SM and SM_{sc}—primarily differ in terms of their low spatial content compared to sequences produced by PSM (also evident in Figure 4C).
The analyses just described summarized energy measures within the 2-D spectra by averaging spectra derived for successive frames. We also derived 3-D spectral energy maps by creating space-time plots of the changing positions of dots over the course of an animation (Figure 6A) and then deriving the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the pattern of luminance changes occurring within that x/y/t space (Figure 6B). This procedure was repeated for each of the four BM versions, and also for 80 samples of each of the four actions modified using the SM and SMsc scrambling procedure and 80 samples of each of the four actions modified using the PSM algorithm. To derive an index expressing the similarity between the spectrum for a given BM sequence and the sample spectra for that sequence modified by SM, SMsc, and BM, we did the following: For a given PL activity, we calculated the absolute difference between each of the 80 SM 3-D spectra for a given action and the 3-D BM spectra for that action, then summed those absolute differences and divided the total by the total BM spectral amplitude measured over all four actions. The exact same procedure was followed to derive the dissimilarity index for the SMsc sequences and for the PSM sequences produced by a given PL activity:

\[
SM_i = \sum_{1}^{80} \frac{|\text{ampSM}_i - \text{ampBM}_i|}{\Sigma \text{ampBM}} \tag{1}
\]

\[
PSM_i = \sum_{1}^{80} \frac{|\text{ampPSM}_i - \text{ampBM}_i|}{\Sigma \text{ampBM}}. \tag{2}
\]

This yielded four pairs of index values—i.e., values for BM/SM, BM/SMsc, and BM/PSM—for each of the four action sequences. It is important to note that smaller index values denote greater similarity. Those pairs of index values are plotted in Figure 6C and D, where each different colored symbol represents a given action from the set of four total. Here it can be seen that different animations generate different degrees of similarity between the BM and the perturbed versions, but clearly the similarity between BM and PSM is overall greater (i.e., the differences in 3-D energy spectra are smaller) than the similarity between SM and BM or SMsc and BM; nearly all of the PSM–BM index values lie below the unity line.

In summary, Fourier analyses of BM, SM, SMsc, and PSM sequences indicate that BM and PSM are more similar than are BM and SM or SMsc, thus confirming what visual inspection implied when we began exploring different means for perturbing BM sequences.

**Motion analyses of a wider range of PL actions**

We also computed several indices of motion energy for SM, PSM, and BM PL sequences from a library of 25 PL animations depicting a wide range of activities (Ahlström et al., 1997). That set of animations is diverse in terms of actor viewpoint, number of dots used to create PL figures, overall net motion, and detectability of animations presented in noise (Jung et al., 2013). Would the similarity of PSM to BM, compared to SM and BM, found in the previous sections also emerge from this highly varied set of animations? The answer is yes, as the following two motion analyses reveal.

For one analysis, we computed the absolute difference in 2-D spectral energy between SM and BM and between PSM and BM, and the results are shown in, respectively, Figure 7A and B. These difference maps are averages based on 56 samples of each of the 25 PL action sequences. Among these diverse BM sequences, we see that PSM more closely resembles BM in terms of 2-D energy content than does the SM version of those animations. Figure 7C shows the subtraction of the average spectrum for SM from the average spectrum for PSM, revealing that the difference between the two is most prominent at low spatial frequency.
We also calculated the dissimilarity indices for SM versus BM and for PSM versus BM (as defined in Equations 1 and 2), and the results for each of the 25 animations are plotted in Figure 7D (each colored symbol denotes a given PL action). We again see that the similarity between BM and PSM is overall greater (i.e., the differences in 3-D energy spectra are smaller) than the similarity between SM and BM; this is indicated by the fact that nearly all of the PSM–BM index values lie below the unity line in Figure 7D.

Next we capitalized on the statistical power afforded by this large sample of PL actions to derive model-based estimates of motion energy for BM, SM, SM_sc, and PSM animations; details of that model are given by Lee and Lee (2012). In brief, the model comprises motion-energy filters that sample the 3-D spatiotemporal frequency plane at 288 different translational motion velocities (16 equally spaced directions × 18 speeds covering 0°/s–90°/s, equally spaced in linear speed steps of 5°/s). In the model these filters correspond to speed/direction planes whose tilt in zenith angle and in azimuth angle specify different directions and speeds, respectively.

To compute motion-energy values, the steps shown schematically in Figure 8 were implemented. We started with the 3-D Fourier energy spectra from space/time plots of the successive frames of BM, SM, SM_sc, and PSM animations (i.e., the spectra derived in the previous analysis). A given spectrum was then sampled by each of the 288 filter planes to produce 2-D motion-energy maps like the one shown in the heat map in Figure 8. The schematic shows two example filters tuned to different velocities, with their contributions to the motion-energy map shown by the dark arrows.

We then calculated the difference in motion energy between SM and BM and the difference between PSM and BM by subtracting their respective motion-energy maps for a given PL sequence. Panels A and B in Figure 9 show examples of this procedure applied to one specific animation (underhand toss). Notice that at slow speeds (corresponding to low temporal frequencies), the SM sequence (Figure 9A) contains a noticeable splash of energy in excess of that found in the corresponding BM sequence. This is not nearly so conspicuous in Figure 9B, which shows the difference between PSM and BM. The same pattern of results is observed in the average of the population energy maps.
associated with all 25 animations, as shown in Figure 9C and D. We conclude that the main source of this conspicuous difference between spatially scrambled animations and BM can be traced to the random repositioning of individual dots in the scrambled sequences, for this contamination of the motion-energy spectrum is minimized when the PSM algorithm is used.

Motion analyses of the canonical walker

Probably the single most widely used PL animation in research on biological-motion perception is the so-called PL walker, an example of which is shown in Movie 5 BM. This familiar figure is sometimes shown from a side view and other times as if walking forward or backward or at an oblique angle. Given the popularity of this PL animation, we felt it worthwhile to create and analyze SM, SM_{sc}, and PSM versions; the animations can be seen in the other three sequences animated in Movie 5, and the motion-analysis results are summarized in Figure 10. Figure 10A shows histograms of the interdot distances for BM and for each of the three perturbation variants, using the same format as described in Figure 3C. Thus the solid curve repeated in each panel is the actual distribution for the BM version of the walker, and the gray areas are the distributions for the three scrambling techniques (SM, SM_{sc}, and PSM). Figure 10B shows the 2-D Fourier spectra derived from the original version of the PL walker shown in Movie 5 (BM) along with average spectra derived from 80 independent replications of each of three perturbation techniques—SM, SM_{sc}, and PSM—using the same format as described in Figure 4A. Here it can be seen that the spectra for SM and SM_{sc} resemble one another and are both distinctively different from the spectra for BM and for PSM, which are highly similar to one another. In general, application of these three different techniques for generating perturbed PL walker sequences yields the same patterns of similarities and differences documented for other activities.

2IFC discrimination performance comparing PSM and SM

The pronounced differences between spatially scrambled and PSM sequences naturally leads to the following question: How do these two forms of
perturbation stack up against one another in terms of their impact on the relative difficulty of a discrimination task involving PL sequences presented in noise?

Recall that SM largely destroys pairwise motion relations among dots on neighboring parts of the body (e.g., the pendular action of the wrist relative to the motion of the elbow). Those relationships are retained to a large degree in animations created using the PSM algorithm, so we would predict that normal PL animations should be more difficult to discriminate from PSM sequences relative to SM sequences. To test this prediction, we performed the following psychophysical experiment.

We used a 2IFC task together with a noise-masking paradigm to measure thresholds for discriminating normal PL animations from perturbed ones. On each trial, the observer viewed two successive animations comprised of black dots moving against a white background; each animation lasted 1 s, and the two animations forming a trial were separated by 0.5 s. Both intervals contained a PL sequence composed of approximately 12 dots embedded within an array of noise dots. (We say approximately because a dot will sometimes disappear briefly owing to occlusion.) In one interval, the sequence portrayed an unperturbed target PL animation depicting one of four possible activities, and in the other interval the nontarget sequence was a perturbed version of the activity shown in the target interval; the interval containing the unperturbed sequence varied randomly over trials. To discourage observers from monitoring just one small area of the display, the position of the target and nontarget relative to the fixation point were varied randomly over trials.

Figure 8. Steps involved in deriving the motion-energy content in a given animation sequence. The 3-D Fourier energy spectrum for a given animation is derived in the manner summarized in Figure 6. That spectrum is then sampled by motion-energy filters, two of which are illustrated; the filters are visualized in the Fourier domain. The 3-D orientation of a given filter plane specifies the speed and direction of a translational motion to which the filter is sensitive in a 2-D image domain. The two example filters shown in the two panels detect different translational motions specified by two different pairs of orientation and speed. The color-coded 2-D plot shows the motion energy in an SM version of the underhand-toss animation, with energy expressed in 288 voxels each corresponding to a different motion-energy filter. The two example filters are sensitive to leftward translational motion at 45°/s (left-hand filter) and to motion upward and slightly to the right at 15°/s (right-hand filter).

Figure 9. Difference maps of motion energy in pairs of animations. (A–B) For underhand-toss PL action, signed difference in translational motion energy for SM and BM (A) and for PSM and BM (B). (C–D) Population (25 stimuli × 56 samples) averages of translational motion-energy differences between SM and BM (C) and between PSM and BM (D).

Movie 5. PL sequence of a leftward-facing person walking in place, along with examples of perturbed animation sequences produced to create SM, SMsc, and PSM versions (shown from left to right, respectively). (Animation courtesy of Frank Pollick, with modification to eliminate lateral motion.)
within limits. On each trial the target could be one ofour activities: climbing, drop-kicking, overhead
throwing, or underhand tossing. These four were
selected based on their similarity in difficulty of
discriminability as determined in an earlier study using
the same 2IFC noise-masking procedure (Jung et al.,
2013). Both sequences, target and nontarget, were
embedded within a field of dynamic noise dots whose
number was varied over trials according to QUEST
(Watson & Pelli, 1983), an adaptive procedure that
determined the threshold level of noise producing 75%
correct performance on this 2IFC task. A total of six
repetitions of this QUEST procedure were adminis-
tered, with three sets of thresholds estimated using
PSM as the nontarget and three estimated using SM as
the nontarget. The noise dots in both intervals of any
given trial were generated online, prior to each trial, by
replicating the motion trajectories of the dots com-
prising the PL figure, with independent noise samples
created for the target and nontarget intervals. Each of
the six QUEST estimates was based on 50 trials.
Fourteen young adults who were unaware of the
purpose of the experiment participated, and all received
practice on the task before formal data collection.
As found in a previous study from our lab (Jung et al.,
2013), performance on this noise-masking task
varied substantially among individuals. Note, however,
that thresholds measured using PSM and using SM
nontargets are highly correlated across observers (r =
0.91, p < 0.0001), as is readily obvious from the scatter
plot in Figure 11. Each filled symbol in the scatter plot
shows pairs of threshold estimates from a given
observer (in units of number of noise dots), one
obtained using SM as the nontarget and the other
obtained using PSM as the nontarget. The open symbol
shows the across-subjects averages and associated
standard errors. Of relevance for our question, the
staircase trials utilizing SM as the nontarget foil
required more noise dots to achieve a criterion level of
performance than did staircase trials utilizing PSM, a
difference that is statistically significant, t(13) = 5.75,
p < 0.00001. Observers did tend to show overall
improvement on this task over blocks of trials, a
practice effect that has been documented elsewhere
(Grossman et al., 2004). But the difference between
PSM and SM did not disappear, and instead was
evident during practice blocks and over the three pairs
of successive SM and PSM blocks of trials comprising
the actual experiment.
So these results confirm the prediction based on the
motion-energy measures described in the previous
section (e.g., recall Figure 7C): in terms of motion
energy, PSM is more similar to BM than is SM, and
for that reason fewer BM noise dots are needed to
interfere with discrimination of BM compared to SM
noise dots.
In this article, we introduced a novel technique for generating perturbed motion sequences from PL biological-motion animations, a technique that preserves second order spatial relationships among dot pairs comprising normal (i.e., unperturbed) PL biological-motion sequences and closely matches the motion-energy content of those unperturbed sequences. We foresee that PSM might be an ideal foil display in studies that are interested explicitly in global perception of biological motion, not just second order spatial relations among pairs of dots, and that need foil displays that do not inject additional motion information into the displays. These could include (a) brain-imaging studies that use PL animations to identify sources of neural responses evoked explicitly by biological motion and not just pair-wise, structured motion and (b) psychophysical studies of biological-motion perception in humans or animals where even subtle differences in motion information (e.g., motion energy) between target and foil could support successful discrimination without necessarily isolating biological motion. In a similar vein, it could be informative to use PSM when testing computational models of PL action perception. To give just one example, an essential component in the model devised by Giese and Poggio (2003) is the so-called motion pattern neurons, which are activated by combinations of learned patterns of optic flow defining different PL actions. One piece of evidence cited in support of that model is its robustness to the presence of SM noise when required to detect a PL walker embedded within that noise. How would the model perform when confronted with PSM? Moreover, in future work, it could be revealing to examine the correlation between indices of spatiotemporal information content and discriminability for individual PL animations that vary in their salience as assessed, for example, by susceptibility to noise masking.

In closing, we want to underscore that our message is not that PSM should replace other perturbation techniques, nor that other techniques are irrevocably flawed. We agree with a comment offered by a reviewer of this article, namely that there is no single, correct way to generate scrambled biological motion. The key is to identify what information one wants to retain in the perturbed sequences and what information one wants to eliminate. In this spirit, PSM can be added to the arsenal of biological animation techniques and used when appropriate. Moreover, we hope that our approach to the evaluation of information contained in PL sequences may be of general use to others in future investigations of biological-motion perception.
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Footnotes

1 This idea of distilling kinematic information from full-body animations can actually be dated back to the technique developed by Étienne-Jules Marey, dubbed chronophotography, which produced a single photographic representation in stick-figure format of the movements of an organism through space over time. Johansson’s technique has the advantage of eliminating the form information carried by a stick figure, although it is arguable whether residual form information is also contained in animations produced using the PL technique (Beintema & Lappe, 2002; Gilaie-Dotan, Bentin, Harel, Rees, & Saygin, 2011; Thurman & Grossman, 2008).

2 Following submission of the original version of this article in fall 2014, we learned that Cusack, Williams, and Neri (2015), in their study of biological motion in individuals with autism, included a form of PL animation perturbation that they dubbed temporal limb scrambling, whereby pairs of dots defining each limb were shuffled in terms of their starting phases. Our procedure, in contrast, disrupts only the spatial positions of pairs of limbs.

3 Software written in MATLAB for implementing this PSM procedure is available for download at http://www.psy.vanderbilt.edu/faculty/blake/PSM/PSM.zip.
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